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A Three-Dimensional Problem of a Semi-Infinite 

Elastic Solid under the Compressive Action 

of a Rigid Body* 
(Received May 19, 1956) 

Rokuro MUKI** 
Abstract 

In this paper is given the general solution for a three-dimensional prob

lem in elasticity, which consists in finding the stress-distribution of a semi

infinite elastic solid under the compressive action of a rigid body of arbi

trary (non-symmetrical) shape. Further, the solution has been applied to 

a partibular case with the numerical calculations carried out in detail. It 

is assumed, in the analysis, that the contact area between a semi-infinite 

elastid solid and a rigid body be kept in a circular form. 

Introduction 

The problem to determine the distribution of stress in a semi-infinite elastic 

S)lid under the compressive action of a rigid body has been considered by a num
ber of authors.ll The work by Muskelishvili 2 > for the two dimensional case and 
the one by Sneddon 3> for the three-dimensional axisymmetric case are most not
able, since they have developed the general theories for the punch of an arbitrary 
shape. The solution for the distribution of stress in an infinite solid under the 
compressive action of an elastic plane is obtained for the two dimensional case 
by H. Okubo.4 > 

In a previous paper by the author, 5> the method of solution for the axisym

metric problem of elasticity, which was introduced and used by Sneddon 6> for 

*Part of this work has been published in Japanese on the Trans. Jap. Soc. Mech., Eng., 

Vol. 21, No. 111, 1955, p. 767 

**ipJ!!)ZJ.illfW:: Lecturer at Keio University. 
1> For further reference, readers are referred to (2) and (3) for the two and three dimes

ional case, respectively. 
2> Muskelishbili (translated from the Russian by Radok) Some Basic Problems of the Math. 

Theory of Elasticity. P. Noordhoff Ltd. p. 457 (1953) 
3> Harding and Sneddon, Cambridge Phil. Soc. , Proc. Vol. 41, p. 61 (1945) 
4> H. Okubo, Trans. Jap. Soc. Mech., Vol. 18, No. 65, p. 58 (1952) 

5) R. Muki, " On the Sneddon's Method by Hankel Transforms for the Three Dimensional 

Problem of Elasticity Theory." This paper will appear in the Proceedings of the 5th 

Japan Natioanal Congress for Applied Mechanics (1955) 

6> Sneddon, "Fourier Transforms" Chap. 10, McGraw-Hill (1951) 

( 8 ) 
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various interesting problems, was extended to the general nonsymmetrical case. 

This method is used to obtain the general solution for the displacement and stress 

fields in a semi-infinite elastic solid under the compressive action of a rigid body 

with an arbitrary shape. It is assumed, in the analysis, that the contact area 

between the s')lid and a rigid body be kept in a circular form. The solution is 
then applied to a special problem where the flat ended circular cylinder, which at 

first instance was indented normally to the plane surface of the elastic solid, is 

inclined by a small angle J(} due to the moment working on the cylinder. Nu
merical calculation is carried out to show the influence of the inclnation of the 

cylinder on the distribtion of stress. 

The Expressions by Hankel Transforms for 

the Displacement and Stress Components. 

The derivation 7> of the expressions by Hankel transforms for the displacement 

and stress components has been shown before, but, for the sake of completeness, 

this will be recorded here. 

If we employ the cylindrical coor.dinates (r, (}, z), the equations of equilibrium 

in terms of the displacements u, v, w, in r, e and z directions are 

r 2u+ --~-- a.J _ 1 (2 av +-~)=o,' 
1-2v or r ro8 r 

r2v + . _1~ _aJ __ _!_( __ lJ__ _ 2 au) =O 
1-2v roe r r ro8 

(1) 

r2w+ __ 1_ aJ =0 
1-2v oz · 

where p2 and v denote the Laplcian operator and Poissn's ratio, respectively, and 

.J denotes the dilatation and is given by 

J = au + _if ___ + av + __ (}w 
or r ro8 oz . 

(2) 

It may be vetified by direct substitution that the equations of equilibrium (1) are 

satisfied if we take 

where 

U=- (Jll<]) +-~ mp 
oroz r ofJ 

(J2<P 
w = 2(1- v) P2<l>-~ 

uZ ' 

(3) 

(4) 

Eq. (3) is the generalization of the Michell's stress function and if we take <I> 

to be independent of 0 and lfi=O, eq. (3) is reduced to the Michell's stress function 

which is defined to the axisymmetric torsion free deformation. On the contrary, 

n See (5) 

( 9 ) 



70 Rokuro MUKI 

if we take <l>=O and t/J being independent of e, eq. (3) represents the state of 
pure torsion. Moreover, the generality of eq. (3) is assured, since a suitable 
choice of the biharmonic function <P makes eq. (3) equall to the displacement 

field derived from Boussinesq's approach of which generality has been proved 

by H. Miyamoto. 8
> 

The stress field corresponding to the displacement field, eq. (3), is easily found 

to be 

(5) 

We may write the biharmonic function <I> and the harmonic function "' in the 

following forms 

= 
<l>(r, 8, Z)= ~J <I>m(Y, Z)COS m 8+Ci>m(Y, z)sin m 8], 

(6) 

"'(r, e, z)= ~L "'n.(r, z)sin m e+~m(r, z)cos me 1 
We assume <Pm="'m.=O and consider only a single term of m in eq. (6) without 

loss in generality. It is easily seen that <I>m and 'rm are the solutions of the fol
lowing partial differential epuations 

(7) 

(8) 

Using the formulas of the Bessel functions, it can be shown that 9 > 

f~/0 r:n<I>mr]m(~r)dr = ( {;2 -~2 y f'; r<I>m]m(~r)dr= 0 ' (9) 

f'; V'7n"'mr]m(~r)dr= ( :;2 -~2 ) f';Y\f!m]m(~r)dr=O. (10) 

8) This paper was read at tre 4th Japan National Congress for Applied Mechanics 

on Sept, 2nd, 1954. 
9) See (6) p. 61. 

( 10) 
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Now, if we write 

Gm(f, z)=J
00

<Pm]rn(fr)dr, 
(I 

(11) 

Hm(f, z)= J~ Y\f!m]m(fr)dr. (12) 

we obtain the result that if <l>m and "'m are the solutions of the partial differential 
eq. (7) and (8), then their Hankel transforms Gm and Hm must be the solutions 
of the ordinary differential equations 

The general solutions of (13) and ( 14) are 

Gm( f ,Z) =(Am+ Bmz )e~z + ( Cm + DmZ )e, -~z 

Hm(f, z)=Eme~z+Fme,-~z 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

where the arbitrary constants Am-Fm are to be determined from the given bound
ary conditions. Once these constants have been determined, Gm and Hm are 

known functions of z and the parameter f and the expressions for <I>m and "'m 
may then be obtained by means of the Hankel transforms ; 

<l>m(r, z) = J~gG1n(f, z)]m(fr)df, 

"'m(r, z) = J~fHm(f, z)]m(fr)df. 

(17) 

(18) 

Next, we consider. the transformation of the expressions for the displacement 
and stress components into relations involving Gm, Hm and their derivatives. 
Substituting one term of (6) into the expression of w in (3), we have 

W= [2C1-v)j7~<l>m- a;~m ]cos me. 

If we multiply both sides of the above equation by r]m(fr) and integrate with 

respect to r over the range 0, =, we obtain 

J~wr]m(fr)dr= [ (1-2v) d~~2m - 2(1-v)f2Gm ]cos m 8. 

Inverting the results by the Hankel transform theorem, we have 

w= J~[C1-2")d~~~-2(1-v)f2Gm ]cos m8f]m(fr)df. (19) 

By a similar procedure, the expression for a-z can be obtained. The single ex
pression of the remaining components for displacement and stress, however, does 

( 11) 



72 ~okuro MUKI 

not permit the transformation in terms of Gm, Hm and their deivatives. So, con
structing the following pairs of the components and carrying out similar calcula
tions, we have 

( u _____ + , v --) =f=( dGm +2Hm)E2Jm+tCEr)dE, 
cos mf:J sm m() o dz 

( u ---- . v__ ___ ) = -j=( dGm -2Hm)E2lm-l(Er)dE, 
cos m() sm m() o dz 

( -
0

! ___ + De_ )=2~-tf=[2v ~
3

G_m +(l-21J)E2 dGm ]EJm(Er)dE 
cos mfJ cos m() o dz3 dz ' 

( --.-'!9~- + Tzr_ --- )=2f.LJ=[vfl
2
G_m +(l-v)E2Gm+ dHm_]E2]mH(Er)d~, 

sm m() cos m() o dz~ dz 

(-~- _"f"zr __ )=2 J00[v d
2
Gm +(l-v)E2Gm- dHm ]E2]m-l(~r)d~, (20) 

sm mfJ cos m8 1-t o dz2 dz 

( 
0" r + -~!-£U + 2JJ,fflV ) 

cos mfJ rcos m8 rsin me 

=2~-t J~/.)[v d;~m +(l-v)E2Gm ]~Jm(~r)d~, 

( 
Tr9 +-?~-tm~_ +-~_LLY_) 

. sin me r cos mfJ r sin me 

=2~-t f~.)HmE3lmCEr)dE. 

Solving these equations, we can find the expressions for the displacement and 
stress components in terms of Gm, Hm and their derivatives. Summing them up 

with respect to m, the general expressions for the displacement and stress com
ponents are obta~ned as follows. 

U=-~-~0 [ Um+l(r,z)- Vm-J(r,z)]cos me' 

(21) 

- Cm+ 1) Um+l- (m_- 12v m-1]cos me 
2r 2r ' 

(m+1)u (m-1) J + 2r m+l + -~ v m-1 cos mfJ ' 

( 12) 
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where 

~;; =~Jf~ {c1-v) d~~~ -(2-v)f2 ~~~rt_ }~fm(~r)d~ ]cos me' 

_Tfl_Z_= ~~ [ {oo{v d2Gm+(l-v)~2Gm+ _d/fn }' ~2.Jm+l(~r)df 
2J,.£ 1 m .. 0 • 0 dz2 dz 

00
{ d 2G dH ·. - fo V- dz'r +(1-v)f2Gm- dzm-}f2lm-l(fr)df]cos me, 

Tre = ~ [ (oo Hmf3 ]m(fr)df- (~-t-_!_l_ Um+l + _(m-1) Vm-1] sin me, 
2J,.£ m=O "' 0 2Y 2r 

) 

I 

I 
I 

(22) 

(23) 

It is easy to see that the equations (21) and (22) are reduced to the results which 
have been obtained by Harding and Sneddon 3> for the axisymmetric torsion free 

deformation if we put m= 0 and Hm= 0. 

General Solution 

We shall now consider the sttesses produced in a semi-infinite elastic solid under 
compressive action of a rigid body of a prescribed end shape. It is assumed in the 
analysis that the contact area between the solid and the rigid body be kept in 
a circular form. If we assume that the shearing stresses vanish at all points of 
the boundary, the boundary conditions of this mixed problem for z = 0 are 

00 

w = w(r,e) = ~ Wm(r) cos me' 
m=O 

fTz = 0, 

Tzr = Tez = 0. 

r>a 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

For the sake of convenience, we consider only a single value of m. From the 

requirement that the displacement and stress components vanish as z tends to 
infinity, we assume the solutions of equations (13) and (14) of the forms 

Gm(f,z)= (Cm+Dmz)e-l;z, 

Hm(f,z)=Fm e-l;z. 

( 13) 

(27) 

(28) 
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Substituting (27) (28) in (20) and setting z=O, we find in view of (26) that 

~-[ .Tfl:_~+ Tz_r ~] =J00 C~Cm-2vDm-Fm]~3]m+t(Er)d~=0, 
2J.L Slll mf:J COS mf:} z=O 0 

_l_[_;-"{"fJ!__ -· Tzr __ J =J00 [~Cm-2vDm+FmJE3fm-t(Er)dE=O 
2J.L Slll mf:J COS m(} z=O 0 

Hence we have 

Fm = 0, 

Gm = Dm[ _2{-+ ~ ]e-~z. 

From the conditions (24) (25), we obtain the relations 

[ ___ U} ____ J = -2(1-v)j00E2Dm]m(~r)d~ = Wm(r), O<:r<a 
cosmO z=o o 

If we now make the substitutions 

r= ap, 

-Wm(r)=2(1-v)agm(fJ), 

we find that fm(P) is a solution of the dual integral equations 

Jc;fm(P)]m(Pp)dP=gm(p)' 

fC:Pfm(P)fm(Pp)dP=O. p>1 

r<a 

) 

\ 

) 

(29) 

(30) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

The dual integral equations of the type (33) have been studied by Busbridge. 10> 

From her results, we have 

fm(P)=J_;_[ vp- lm-tCP) J:ym+1(1-y2)-! gm(Y)dy 

+ J:ym+1(1- y 2)-!dy J: gm(yu) (pu)l+lzfm+!(Pu)du J. (34) 

In the particular case in which 
00 

gm(p)=ZJ A:. pn+m' (35) 
n=O 

fm(P) can be reduced to 

~oo r( 1+; +m) 
fm(P)=v 2p 2j ( 1 -· ) A~ J

0

1

un+m+!fm-!(pu)du 
n=O r + n +m 

2 2 

(36) 

10> Busbridge, London Math. Soc., Proc. Vol. 44, p.l15 (1938) 

( 14) 
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by the aid of the following formulas 

v' r( ~ + n_) 
J~yn+~cl-y2)-idy= ; _r(~~ !-)-

2 2 ' 

P ~~ U n+m+!Jm+tCPn)du =-f m-lj.CP) + (n+2m+ ~) J: u n+m+f fm-tCPu)du. 

If we adopt the notation 

(37) 

where t = z/a, we find the displacement and stress components in the solid from 
equations (2~) (22) (30) (32) (36) as follows 

(38) 

00 

W= -a~o[2Cl-v)l~+~l~ J cos me. 

00 

_a-y:_ +_a-~= 2j [C1+2v)I:n- ti!J cos me, 
2J.L 2t.t m=O 

00 

_!T~ = ~ [I:n+tl!] cos me, 
211- m=O 

(39) 

_T1]J_ = ~ [-(!-2v)_{Cm+l)l0 -(m-l)JO _} 2J.L ~ 2p m+I m 1 

( 15) 
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Indentation by a Slightly Inclined 

Flat Ended Cylinder 

As an example, we shall consider 

the case where the flat ended rigid 
circular cylinder which, at first in
stance, was indented normally to the 

plane surface of the elastic solid is 
inclined by a angle AB as shown in 

Fig. 1 by the moment acting on the e 

cylinder. As far as AB is very small, Fig. 1 

this problem is identical with the one shown in Fig. 2, where 
the flat end of the cylinder makes a small angle AB with 
a plane normal to the axis of the cylinder. If we take the 
solution to the problem shown in Fig. 2 as S, S may be 

considered as the sum of the solutions Sb Sz for the two 
problems indicated in Fig. 3, (a), (b). 

The z component of the surface displacement for z= 0 is 

Using the notations (35) and considering (32), we see that 

go(p) = AZ=- 2(l~v)-~-, 

gtCp) =A? P =- 2r1~v)-!-p · 
From (36), we have 

fo(P)= J-;:f Ag Ji(p), 

Fig. 2 

I 

~ 

~ 
<bJ 

Fig. 3 

(40) 

(41) 

(42) 

Since the displacement and stress fields corresponding to St have been studied by 
Sneddon tn, we shall consider only the ones corresponding to S2 • 

It is easily seen from (38) (39) that the necessary integrals for the determination 
of the displacement and stress components on the surface of the solid are Jg( p.o ), 

18 ( p.O), I~ ( p.O), n ( p.O) which are reduced to the particular cases of the following 
Sonnine Schafheitlin discontinuous integral 12 ) 

(43) 

The hypergeometric series obtained by inserting corresponding values in places of 

11> Sneddon, Cambrige Phil, Soc., Proc. Vol. 42, p. 29 (1946) 
12> Watson, "Theory of Bessel Functions" p.401 (1922) 

( 16) 
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a, /:3, y, a, b, can be reduced to the elementary functions by the aid of the recurrence 
formulas of Gauss. 

lg(p.O) = ~'L p2 F(2, ~; 3; p2
) 

_ 2A~ [ _ 1 1 { 1 _ 2 s }] 
- 7C (l+vl-p2)2 + p2 3p2 [1-(1-p2)ZJ ' 

O<p<1 

lg(p.O) = 8 - Aol 1-
37t p2 ' 

I8(p.O) = 4~1 (1-p2)t, 

I8Cp.o) = 0 1~p 

Jr (p,O) = A? p , (44) 

/? (p.O) = 3;- A~ F( ~ , ~; ~; :z-) 
2 0 01 J----1-=-- A 1 [P ar:csm---- 1--J 
7( p p2 ' 

1~p 

Jl(pO) = _4 AO __ PC_ 
1 ° 7( 1 v' 1-p2 ' O~p<1 

I~(p.O) = 0. 1<p 

It is easily seen from (38) (39) ( 44) that the boundary conditions (24) '""'"'(26) are 
satisfied. For the evaluation o£ the stresses in the interior of the solid, the integrals 

I~, Ir, I~, I~. I~, Ig should be computed as seen from (39). On the z axis (p= 0), all 

the integrals vanish except lG which takes the from 

J5(o,t;)=2J_!_ A? jc: ]t(p)e-P~ Pt dp = ! A~ (l_;t;2)2. (45) 

For arbitrary values of p ana t;, these integrals can be evaluated in a same procedure 
as adopted by Terazawa 13 > and by Sneddon. 11 > For. It, we have 

I~(p/~)=2J! A?jc; v' jJ e-p~ ji(p)]1(Pp)dp 

! A?Jc;(-cosp+ si;p_-)11CPp)e-11~dp 

= !- A? [- Re (Jc; e-v<~-o ]I(Pp)) 

+lm(Jc;l!-~~-i> ]I(Pp)dp )] 

= _!_ A 0 _.R-! [ C cos cp_ + ( l-R) sin _!?_ J 
7( 

1 p- 2 2' (46) 

where Re and Im represent the real and the imaginary part of the function in the 

13> Terazawa, K. Jour. Coli. Sci. Imp. Univ. Tokyo, Vol 37, Art.7, p.56 

( 17) 
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parentheses, respectively, and 

R2 = ( p2 + ~2 -l )2 + 4~2, 

tan cp = _ _Jt_ 
p2+~2-1. 

The r-esults of the evaluation for the other integrals ar.e; 

/i(p,t) =--~'!_A~[ -pR-! cos-3-¢+ R-i (cosJ-c/J-tsin- 1~¢ )] 
7( 2 p 2 2 , 

15 Cp.t) = J_ n Cp,r;)-n Cp.t) , 
p 

(47) 

(48) 

For the sake of later convenience, we record here the expressions of uz for the 
solution S1 from Sueddon's paper. 14> 

uz(p,O) _ 2A0 1 
-2;--- 7t v'l_::_p2, O::::;;;p<1 

uz(p,O) = 0 2/L , l<p 
(49) 

2A0 1+3t2 

7( - Cl+r)2 • 

uz(Q,Q_= 2Ao [ R-! sin l cp + ~R-! ( ~ sin 3 cp- cos 3 ¢)] 
2/L 7( 2 2 2 . 

In view of (39) ( 43) and ( 49), it is easily seen that uz on the surface of the solid 
is, for r::;; a, 

[ 
Uz J S/a 2 -~- --~- = ------- -~=- (l+2c/S p cos 0). 
21-£ z=o (1-v)i'l' v'l-p2 

(50) 

Eq. (50) enables us to evaluate the force P to penerate the cylinder to a depth S 

below the level of the undisturbed boundary and the moment M to incline the 
cylinder by J8=c/a to its original position. 

14>See (11) or (6), p.458. The last expression in (49) differs a little from the one in 

the Sneddon's paper, but, they are the same. 

( 18) 
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- J:LJZ1l , - 27tazft o 
p- 0 0 (a-zJz=o rd e dr-- (1=-~· a , 

- f:tf21l e - 8a3/L c M- c 0" z] z=o X rd dr - - ( - -- . -
o o 3 1-v) a 

(51) 

) 

In order to arrive at a reasonable result, the tensile stress should not exist on the 
contact surface beteween the cylinder and the solid. In view of (50), the validity 
of the present solution is, therefore, restricted to the range 

In the following calculations, 0.25 is used for the value of Poisson's ratio. 

The variations of a-z with p and l; are shown for the cases c/o=O, 0.25, 0.5 in Figs. 
4, 5, 6, respectively. These figures show that the distribution of stress is strongly 

affected by the inclination of the cylinder. The variations of the stresses due to 
the solution S2 (nonsymmetric part of the solution S) with p and l; are shown in 
Figs. 7--12. In Fig. 12, Tr8 at p= 1 are plotted against t;, since the point, where 

Tr8 on a . plane parallel to the surface, attains its maximum value are at or very 

near to p= 1. 

1.5~----+-----4+-----+-----4------~----H-----~----~ 

2.0 1.0 0 

Fig. 4 

( 19) 

/.0 ?.0 
Xftt--
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The infinite principal stresses on the circumference of the rigid cylinder indicate 
that a certain amount of plastic flow will occur. For low loading, however, as 
suggested by Sneddon for the axisymmetric case, the elastic stress is predominant 
except in the vicinity of the cicumference of the rigid body and the results derived 
above will approximate closely to the true state of the stess distribution. 
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